SERIOUS games can be a game-changer for many individuals, and even our society as a whole. As an example, such games that are centered on empowerment and inclusion can help individuals with special needs or parts of the population to gain skills in a playful and fun way that can make a difference in their everyday lives. To best fulfill such an ambitious goal increasingly demands for computational intelligence to best grasp the player’s attention, behavior, engagement, and game-progress while modeling often complex and demanding game environments. This includes (computational) emotional and social intelligence to allow to understand the player on different levels, motivate him or her, and optimally adapt the pace of learning. In addition, owing to the rapid development in mobile and body-worn sensor technology, games can be taken more and more into the real lives of players.

Likewise, the development of current and next-generation intelligent serious games demands not only for savoir-faire from the more traditional gaming perspective, but increasingly also for expertise in advanced machine learning, in particular from the targeted gaming domain. Accordingly, it appears crucial to bring together late-breaking achievements, findings, and methods across communities. These will include in particular disciplines concerned with lending tomorrow’s serious games enhanced intelligence for the benefit of the players. Here, we subsequently provide an overview on the recent contributions collected in a special section on “Intelligence in Serious Games” and two adjunct articles. We then distill a concluding outlook added by recent developments in the field of machine intelligence.

I. OVERVIEW ON THE CONTRIBUTIONS

A total of 11 submissions were received for this special section. Out of these, four were selected together for a special section—two further ones were featured separately in an earlier issue of the journal (items 1) and 2) in the Appendix). The first two more general contributions introduce a design toolkit for characters in intelligent serious games and discuss optimal balance of game difficulty in the context of learning. In the other two contributions featured in this section, examples of intelligent serious games are featured. Both of these deal with socio-emotional skill training. The further two adjunct contributions follow a similar divide: a more theoretical contribution and an application use case are found.

Starting with the current section, in the contribution “A tool to design interactive characters based on embodied cognition” by Llobera and Boulic, the topic of interactive character design is handled in depth. The authors choose a decisional and behavior synthesis architecture for the implementation of their toolkit, which they integrated in the popular Unity3D game engine. The implementation requirements are thereby guided by embodied cognition principles. The resulting tool is marked by its modularity, scalability, and stability.

Subsequently, in the article “Implementing adaptive game difficulty balancing in serious games” by Hendrix et al., the authors want to ensure serious game players to reach and remain within the state of “flow.” To this end, they suggest a plan formed of six steps concerning the game difficulty balancing. Two use cases marked by different complexity serve to evaluate the validity of this concept—these are existent mobile serious games featuring fighting, puzzle-solving, and a purpose-built platform game. Their evaluation with 45 users in two studies provides further insight into difficulty balancing, and that player personalization is crucial. In particular, an encouraging tentative finding is that game difficulty balancing mechanisms from the entertainment game domain can be transferred to the serious game domain. The authors chose to employ scaffolded adaptive difficulty influencing learning aspects indirectly. Enabling such an approach in other settings and validating general applicability will be considered in future.

Moving to examples of intelligent serious games, the article “The ASC-Inclusion perceptual serious gaming platform for autistic children” by Marchi et al. includes two of the guest editors as authors, but has been peer reviewed and edited independently. It demonstrates the application of intelligent serious games in a perhaps somewhat less-expected setting: a game, and by that a computing system, teaching humans on emotional skills. In particular, the human players studied are children aged five to ten years with Autism Spectrum Condition (ASC). While these tend to have difficulties “interpreting verbal and non-verbal communication cues during social interactions,” they often show high affinity toward technical predictable and controllable systems. The latter makes serious games appear as highly promising as an approach when teaching on socio-emotional skills for autistic children. The article introduces the ASC-Inclusion platform that features artificial intelligence (AI) for the recognition of facial expression, body gestures, and vocal emotion. Based on the idea of acting in order to learn recognition, it provides corrective feedback on the player’s expression to children. It further provides opportunities for adult-child cooperative play. The authors introduce results of a clinical study demonstrating the effectiveness of such an approach: ASC focus group participants showed “evident generalized improvement in socialization and other symptoms present.”
Concluding the present collection, the contribution “Serious games for training social skills in job interviews” by Gebhard et al. allows young job applicants to experience the process of an interview in a role play with a virtual agent. In this simulation, the dialogue with the scripted interviewing three-dimensional agent is powered by a social signal interpretation engine. Hence, emphasis is put on training social and behavioral skills. The contribution not only provides insight into the machine learning back-end of the socially empowered agent, but also introduces results of four studies carried out. These target the effect of the personality of the agent and the appearance of the environment on the player and the learning effect. The authors observe players’ stress levels to be influenced by adapting the agent behavior. Similarly, they report environment changes—even if minor—to influence the player’s learning performance. The studies also demonstrate the gain such an interaction has over a book-based job interview preparation, encouraging the use of a social signal processing enabled serious game-based learning platform.

As a first adjunct article to this special section, the article “Modeling users collaborative behavior with a serious game” by Berdun and Armentano [item 2) in the Appendix] highlights the importance of modeling users not only individually, but also as a group. Rather than following the conventional avenue of questionnaires or human observers to measure group collaboration behavior, the authors suggest to assess performance via collaboration in a serious game to overcome the observer’s paradox. In their experiments, they are encouraged by observed accuracies to consider this approach as a potential substitute solution in future group assessment. A driving factor of the success is the joy experienced by the players.

Finally, in the second adjunct featured contribution “Machine learning techniques for analyzing training behavior in Serious Gaming,” Gombolay et al. [item 1) in the Appendix] consider various machine learning approaches with the aim to lend (human) teachers within a serious-gaming environment a tool to aid monitor students’ progress and plan further learning with serious games. The tool assesses player’s performance, engagement, and recommends personalized lesson plans. The exemplary application domain is set by a serious-gaming platform for navy professionals. The authors decided for unsupervised approaches to identify different player behaviors and tactics the players develop. This is followed by a supervised approach to find effective such behaviors and player features, as well as the mentioned engagement. The recommendations for lesson plan are similarly trained in a supervised manner. The authors conclude stating that usability tests with actual teachers will be needed to confirm the usability based on the promising results found from a machine learning perspective.

II. OUTLOOK

These contributions show the massive potential of using AI in serious games [item 3) in the Appendix]. The examples successfully go as far as teaching humans on behavioral and socio-emotional skills in use cases spanning from job interviews to autistic individuals [item 4) in the Appendix]. Given this potential and the current uprise in using AI and more specifically machine learning and deep learning, in particular, we can expect a rapid increase in intelligence in the next generation of serious games. In addition, the current push by the industry for AI-specialized chips will likely lead to increased availability of such intelligence even in mobile serious-gaming solutions [item 5) in the Appendix]. As these examples show, taking serious gaming into everyday environments can boost engagement and the effectiveness of the learning outcome. To realize such intelligent mobile serious gaming, AI would best become “green” in the sense of energy, computational power, and memory efficiency itself. The current progress in “squeezing” machine learning models [items 6) and 7) in the Appendix] is a good example of the effectiveness that is currently being reached. Similarly, increasing availability of efficient solutions for AI and deep learning in wireless communication settings [item 8) in the Appendix] can even allow demanding AI usage in mobile serious gaming even in online or multiplayer distributed settings.

The examples mostly include supervised learning from an AI point of view, and partially unsupervised learning. However, they largely lack reinforcement learning. The current progress in deep reinforcement learning [item 9) in the Appendix] could lead to a dramatic change. As the examples from this section repeatedly show, adapting to the player on all levels seems crucial for the learning outcome and engagement. It seems promising to approach such intelligent adaptation by reinforcement learning [item 10) in the Appendix], i.e., learning from user reactions directly. In addition, current approaches in artificial creativity [item 11) in the Appendix] such as by generative adversarial networks [item 12) in the Appendix] or variational neural networks [item 13) in the Appendix] were not seen in the present contributions. However, it seems obvious that they bear massive potential in many of the use cases shown, such as to personalize a virtual agent or environment, adapt in real time to the context, and potentially even re-script game scenarios beyond creation of multimedia game content closer than ever to a player’s needs. In combination, such reinforcement learning put together with artificial creativity could open up an entirely new immersion and effectiveness in serious gaming, which is yet to be exploited and explored. Further, given the lack of tools analysis and assessment of for serious games [item 14) in the Appendix], AI offers further use cases in the context of serious games.

With such temptation at hand to increase AI in serious games due to its availability—even in limited resource and mobile settings—and increasing abilities offered by AI such as affective and behavioral computing for socio-emotionally intelligent game engines and artificial creativity, it will be crucial to balance the AI aspects versus the actual game carefully [item 15) in the Appendix].

In addition, while perhaps less crucial than in other domains such as disease diagnosis, it will still be important to ensure explainability of AI [item 16) in the Appendix] also in a serious game context. This is because the serious games used for training and teaching come with great responsibility. Two examples from this special section serve to show this. On the one hand, serious games were used to train young individuals for their job interviews—in an unlucky setting, such a serious game might lower their chances rather than boosting them. In the
worst case of the second example—teaching autistic children on socio-emotional skills—the result of a serious game-based training that “goes wrong” could be dramatic such as greater social exclusion of players in their daily lives. It seems obvious that there are numerous further ethical concerns to be considered with the rise of AI usage in serious games [item 17) in the Appendix].

AI in serious games offers huge potential to increase engagement and effectiveness of learning of their players. AI can power tomorrow’s games’ socio-emotional intelligence, help to massively personalize the gaming experience, and increasingly even create gaming scenarios, adjusted in real time, potentially in real life and mobile, ideally learning reinforced from player reaction—but it comes with ethical challenges that have to be met—ideally also by the developers [item 3) in the Appendix].
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